: Standard 3D body estimation methods predict bodies that may be inconsistent with the 3D scene even though the results may look reasonable from the camera viewpoint. To address this, we exploit the 3D scene structure and introduce scene constraints for contact and inter-penetration. From left to right: (1) RGB image (top) and 3D scene reconstruction (bottom), (2) overlay of estimated bodies on the original RGB image without (yellow) and with (gray) scene constraints, 3D rendering of both the body and the scene from (3) camera view, (4) top view and (5) side view.
Introduction
Humans move through, and interact with, the 3D world. The world limits this movement and provides opportunities (affordances) [20] . In fact, it is through contact between our feet and the environment that we are able to move at all. Whether simply standing, sitting, lying down, walking, or manipulating objects, our posture, movement, and behavior is affected by the world around us. Despite this, most work on 3D human pose estimation from images ignores the world and our interactions with it.
Here we formulate human pose estimation differently, making the 3D world a first class player in the solution. Specifically we estimate 3D human pose from a single RGB image conditioned on the 3D scene. We show that the world provides constraints that make the 3D pose estimation problem easier and the results more accurate.
We follow two key principles to estimate 3D pose in the context of a 3D scene. First, from intuitive physics, two objects in 3D space cannot inter-penetrate and share the same space. Thus, we penalize poses in which the body interpenetrates scene objects. We formulate this "exclusion principle" as a differentiable loss function that we incorporate into the SMPLify-X pose estimation method [49] .
Second, physical interaction requires contact in 3D space to apply forces. To exploit this, we use the simple heuristic that certain areas of the body surface are the most likely to contact the scene, and that, when such body surfaces are close to scene surfaces, and have the same orientation, they are likely to be in contact. Although these ideas have been explored to some extent by the 3D handobject estimation community [38, 47, 51, 56, 67, 68] they have received less attention in work on 3D body pose. We formulate a term that implements this contact heuristic and find that it improves pose estimation.
Our method extends SMPLify-X [49] , which fits a 3D body model "top down" to "bottom up" features (e.g. 2D joint detections). We choose this optimization-based framework over a direct regression method (deep neural network) because it is more straightforward to incorporate our physically-motivated constraints. The method enforces Proximal Relationships with Object eXclusion and is called PROX. Figure 1 shows a representative example where the human body pose is estimated with and without our environmental terms. From the viewpoint of the camera, both solutions look good and match the 2D image but, when placed in a scan of the 3D scene, the results without environmental constraints can be grossly inaccurate. Adding our constraints to the optimization reduces inter-penetration and encourages appropriate contact.
One may ask why such constraints are not typically used? One key reason is that to estimate and reason about contact and inter-penetration, one needs both a model of the 3D scene and a realistic model of the human body. The former is easy to obtain today with many scanning technologies but, if the body model is not accurate, it does not make sense to reason about contact and inter-penetration. Consequently we use the SMPL-X body model [49] , which is realistic enough to serve as a "proxy" for the real human in the 3D scene. In particular, the feet, hands, and body of the model have realistic shape and degrees of freedom.
Here we assume that a rough 3D model of the scene is available. It is fair to ask whether it is realistic to perform monocular human pose estimation but assume a 3D scene? We argue that it is for two key reasons. First, scanning a scene today is quite easy with commodity sensors. If the scene is static, then it can be scanned once, enabling accurate body pose estimation from a single RGB camera; this may be useful for surveillance, industrial, or special-effects applications. Second, methods to estimate 3D scene structure from a single image are advancing extremely quickly. There are now good methods to infer 3D depth maps from a single image [15] , as well as methods that do more semantic analysis and estimate 3D CAD models of the objects in the scene [45] . Our work is complementary to this direction and we believe that monocular 3D scene estimation and monocular 3D human pose estimation should happen together. The work here provides a clear example of why this is valuable.
To evaluate PROX, we use three datasets: two qualitative datasets and a quantitative dataset. The qualitative datasets contain: 3D scene scans, monocular RGB-D videos and pseudo ground-truth human bodies. The pseudo groundtruth is extracted from RGB-D by extending SMPLify-X to use both RGB and depth data to fit SMPL-X.
In order to get true ground-truth for the quantitative dataset, we set up a living room in a marker-based motion capture environment, scan the scene, and collect RGB-D images in addition to the MoCap data. We fit the SMPL-X model to the MoCap marker data using MoSh++ [41] and this provides ground-truth 3D body shape and pose. This allows us to quantitatively evaluate our method.
Our datasets and code are available for research at https://prox.is.tue.mpg.de.
Related Work
Human pose estimation and 3D scene reconstruction have been thoroughly studied for decades, albeit mostly disjointly. Traditionally, human pose estimation methods [43] estimate bodies in isolation ignoring the surrounding world, while 3D reconstruction methods focus on acquiring the dense 3D shape of the scene only [76] or performing semantic analysis [7, 13, 54] , assuming no humans are present. In this work we focus on exploiting and capturing human-world interactions.
The community has made significant progress on estimating human body pose and shape from images [18, 43, 53, 60] . Recent methods based on deep learning, extend 3D human pose estimation to complex scenes [32, 42, 48, 50] but the 3D accuracy is limited. To estimate human-scene interaction, however, more realistic body models are needed that include fully articulated hands such as in [31, 49] .
Joint Human & World Models: Several works focus on improving 2D object detection, 2D pose, and action recognition by observing RGB imagery of people interacting with objects [5, 23, 35, 52, 72] . [14, 17, 24] use similar observations to reason about the 3D scene, i.e. rough 3D reconstruction and affordances, however scene cues are not used as feedback to improve human pose. Another direction models human-scene interactions by hallucinating synthetic people either in real RGB images of scenes [29] for general scene labeling, or in synthetic 3D scenes to learn affordances [21, 33] or 3D object layout in the scene [30] , or in real 3D scans of scenes [16] for scene synthesis. Here we exploit this 3D structure to better capture poses of humans in it. In the following we focus on the more recent works of [21, 33, 44, 61, 62] that follow this idea.
Several of these observe real human-world interactions in RGB-D videos [44, 61, 62] . [62] learns a joint probabilistic model over 3D human poses and 3D object arrangements, encoded as a set of human-centric prototypical interaction graphs (PiGraphs). The learned PiGraphs can then be used to generate plausible static 3D humanobject interaction configurations from high level textual description. [44] builds on the PiGraphs dataset to define a database of "scenelets", that are then fitted in RGB videos to reconstruct plausible dynamic interaction configurations over space-time. Finally, [61] employs similar observations to predict action maps in a 3D scene. However, these works capture noisy human poses and do not make use of scene constraints to improve them. They also represent human pose as a 3D skeleton, not a full 3D body.
Other works like [21, 33] use synthetic 3D scenes and place virtual humans in them to reason about affordances. [21] do this by using defined key poses of the body and evaluating human-scene distances and mesh intersections. These methods do not actually capture people in scenes. Our approach could provide rich training data for methods like these to reason about affordances.
Human & World Constraints: Other works employ human-world interactions more explicitly to establish physical constraints, i.e. either contact or collision constraints. Yamamoto and Yagishita [71] were the first to use scene constraints in 3D human tracking. They observed that the scene can constrain the position, velocity and acceleration of an articulated 3D body model. Later work adds object contact constraints to the body to effectively reduce the degrees of freedom of the body and make pose estimation easier [34, 58] . Brubaker et al. [11] focus on walking and perform 3D person tracking by using a kinematic model of the torso and the lower body as a prior over human motion and conditioning its dynamics on the 2D Anthropomorphic Walker [36] . Hasler et al. [25] reconstruct a rough 3D scene from multiple unsynchronized moving cameras and employ scene constraints for pose estimation. The above methods all had the right idea but required significant manual intervention or were applied in very restricted scenarios.
Most prior methods that have used world constraints focus on interaction with a ground plane [69] or simply constrain the body to move along the ground plane [74] . Most interesting among these is the work of Vondrak et al. [69] where they exploit a game physics engine to infer human pose using gravity, motor forces, and interactions with the ground. This is a very complicated optimization and it has not been extended beyond ground contact.
Gupta et al. [22] exploit contextual scene information in human pose estimation using a GPLVM learning framework. For an action like sitting, they take motion capture data of people sitting on objects of different heights. Then, conditioned on the object height, they estimate the pose in the image, exploiting the learned pose model.
Shape2Pose [33] learns a model to generate plausible 3D human poses that interact with a given 3D object. First contact points are inferred on the object surface and then the most likely pose that encourages close proximity of relevant body parts to contact points is estimated. However, the approach only uses synthetic data. [73] establish contact constraints between the feet and an estimated ground plane. For this they first estimate human poses in multiperson RGB videos independently and fit a ground plane around the ankle joint positions. They then refine poses in a global optimization scheme over all frames incorporating contact and temporal constraints, as well as collision constraints, using a collision model comprised of shape primitives similar to [10, 47] . More recently, [39] introduced a method to estimate contact positions, forces and torques actuated by the human limbs during human-object interaction.
The 3D hand-object community has also explored similar physical constraints, such as [37, 47, 51, 56, 67, 68] to name a few. Most of these methods employ a collision model to avoid hand-object inter-penetrations with varying degrees of accuracy; using underlying shape primitives [38, 47] or decomposition in convex parts of more complicated objects [38] , or using the original mesh to detect colliding triangles along with 3D distance fields [68] . Triangle intersection tests have also been used to estimate contact points and forces [56] . Most other work uses simple proximity checks [64, 67, 68] and employs an attraction term at contact points. Recently, [27] propose an end-to-end model that exploits a contact loss and inter-penetration penalty to reconstruct hands manipulating objects in RGB images.
In summary, past work focuses either on specific body parts (hands or feet) or interaction with a limited set of objects (ground or hand-held objects). Here, for the first time, we address the full articulated body interacting with diverse, complex and full 3D scenes. Moreover, we show how using the 3D scene improves monocular 3D body pose estimation.
Technical Approach

3D Scene Representation
To study how people interact with a scene, we first need to acquire knowledge about it, i.e. to perform scene recon-struction. Since physical interaction takes place through surfaces, we chose to represent the scene as a 3D mesh
and triangular faces F s . We assume a static 3D scene and reconstruct M s with a standard commercial solution; the Structure Sensor [4] camera and the Skanect [3] software. We chose the scene frame to represent the world coordinate frame; both the camera and the human model are expressed w.r.t. this as explained in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.
Camera Representation
We use a Kinect-One camera [1] to acquire RGB and depth images of a person moving and interacting with the scene. We use a publicly available tool [2] to estimate the intrinsic camera parameters K c and to capture synchronized RGB-D images; for each time frame t we capture a 512 × 424 depth image Z t and 1920 × 1080 RGB image I t at 30 FPS. We then tranform the RGB-D data into point cloud P t .
To perform human MoCap w.r.t. to the scene, we first need to register the RGB-D camera to the 3D scene. We assume a static camera and estimate the extrinsic camera parameters, i.e. the camera-to-world rigid transformation
is a rotation matrix and t c ∈ R 3 is a translation vector. For each sequence a human annotator annotates 3 correspondences between the 3D scene M s and the point cloud P t to get an initial estimate of T c , which is then refined using ICP [9, 75] . The camera extrinsic parameters (R c , t c ) are fixed during each recording (Section 3.4),
The human body b is estimated in the camera frame and needs to be registered to the scene by applying T c to it too. For simplicity of notation, we use the same symbols for the camera c and body b after transformation to the world coordinate frame.
Human Body Model
We represent the human body using SMPL-X [49] . SMPL-X is a generative model that captures how the human body shape varies across a human population, learned from a corpus of registered 3D body, face and hand scans of people of different sizes, genders and nationalities in various poses. It goes beyond similar models [6, 26, 40, 57] by holistically modeling the body with facial expressions and finger articulation, which is important for interactions.
SMPL-X is a differentiable function M b (β, θ, ψ, γ) parameterized by shape β, pose θ, facial expressions ψ and translation γ. Its output is a 3D mesh
and triangular faces F b . The shape parameters β ∈ R 10 are coefficients in a lower-dimensional shape space learned from approximately 4000 registered CAESAR [55] scans. The pose of the body is defined by linear blend skinning with an underlying rigged skeleton, whose 3D joints J(β) are regressed from the mesh vertices. The skeleton has 55 joints in total; 22 for the main body (including a global pelvis joint), 3 for the neck and the two eyes, and 15 joints per hand for finger articulation. The pose parameters θ = (θ b , θ f , θ h ) are comprised of θ b ∈ R 66 and θ f ∈ R 9 parameters in axis-angle representation for the main body and face joints respectively, with 3 degrees of freedom (DOF) per joint, as well as θ h ∈ R 12 pose parameters in a lowerdimensional pose space for finger articulation of both hands, captured by approximately 1500 registered hand scans [57] . The pose parameters θ and translation vector γ ∈ R 3 define a function that transforms the joints a long the kinematic tree R θγ . Following the notation of [10] we denote posed joints with R θγ (J(β) i ) for each joint i.
Human MoCap from Monocular Images
To fit SMPL-X to single RGB images we employ SMPLify-X [49] and extend it to include human-world interaction constraints to encourage contact and discourage inter-penetrations. We name our method PROX for Proximal Relationships with Object eXclusion. We extend SMPLify-X to SMPLify-D, which uses both RGB and an additional depth input for more accurate registration of human poses to the 3D scene. We also extend PROX to use RGB-D input instead of RGB only; we call this configuration PROX-D.
Inspired by [49] , we formulate fitting SMPL-X to monocular images as an optimization problem, where we seek to minimize the objective function
where θ b , θ f and θ h are the pose vectors for the body, face (neck, jaw) and the two hands respectively, θ = {θ b , θ f , θ h } is the full set of optimizable pose parameters, γ denotes the body translation, β the body shape and ψ the facial expressions, as described in Section 3.3. E J (β, θ, γ, K, J est ) and E D (β, θ, γ, K, Z) are data terms that are described below; E J is the RGB data term used in all configurations, while E D is the optional depth data term which is used whenever depth data is available. The terms E θ h (θ h ), E θ f (θ f ), E E (E) and E β (β) are L2 priors for the hand pose, facial pose, facial expressions and body shape, penalizing deviation from the neutral state. Following [10, 49] the term E α (θ b ) = i∈(elbows,knees) exp(θ i ) is a prior penalizing extreme bending only for elbows and knees, while E θ b (θ b ) is a VAE-based body pose prior called VPoser introduced in [49] . The term E C (β, θ, γ, M s ) encourages contact between the body and the scene as described in Section 3.5. The term E P (θ, β, M s ) is a penetration penalty modified from [49] to reason about both self-penetrations and humanscene inter-penetrations, as described in Section 3.6. The terms E J , E θ b , E θ h , E α , E β and weights λ i are as described in [49] . The weights λ i denote steering weights for each term. They were set empirically in an annealing scheme similar to [49] .
For the RGB data term E J we use a re-projection loss to minimize the weighted robust distance between 2D joints J est (I) estimated from the RGB image I and the 2D projection of the corresponding posed 3D joints R θγ (J(β) i ) of SMPL-X, as defined for each joint i in Section 3.3. Following the notation of [10, 49] , the data term is
where Π K denotes the 3D to 2D projection with intrinsic camera parameters K. For the 2D detections we rely on OpenPose [12, 63, 70] , which provides body, face and hands keypoints jointly for each person in an image. To account for noise in the detections, the contribution of each joint in the data term is weighted by the detection confidence score ω i , while κ i are per-joint weights for annealed optimization, as described in [49] . Furthermore, ρ J denotes a robust Geman-McClure error function [19] for down-weighting noisy detections. The depth data term E D minimizes the discrepancy between the visible body vertices V v b ⊂ V b and a segmented point cloud P t that belongs only to the body and not the static scene. For this, we use the body segmentation mask from the Kinect-One SDK. Then, E D is defined as
where ρ D denotes a robust Geman-McClure error function [19] for downweighting vertices V v b that are far from P t .
Contact Term
Using the RGB term E J without reasoning about human-world interaction might result in physically implausible poses, as shown in Figure 1 ; However, when humans interact with the scene they come in contact with it, e.g. feet contact the floor while standing or walking. We therefore introduce the term E C to encourage contact and proximity between body parts and the scene around contact areas.
To that end, we annotate a set of candidate contact vertices V C ⊂ V b across the whole body that come frequently in contact with the world, focusing on the actions of walking, sitting and touching with hands. We annotate 1121 vertices across the whole body, as shown in Figure 2 . We also explored choosing all body vertices as contact vertices but found that this choice is suboptimal, for evaluation see Sup. Mat. We define the contact vertices as: 725 vertices for the hands, 62 vertices for the thighs, 113 for the gluteus, 222 for the back, and 194 for the feet. E C is defined as:
where ρ C denotes a robust Geman-McClure error function [19] for down-weighting vertices in V C that are far from the nearest vertices in V s of the 3D scene M s .
Penetration Term
Intuitive physics suggests that two objects can not share the same 3D space. However, human pose estimation methods might result in self-penetrations or bodies penetrating surrounding 3D objects, as shown in Figure 1 . We therefore introduce a penetration term that combines E P self and E Pinter that are defined below:
For self-penetrations we follow the approach of [8, 49, 68] , that follows local reasoning. We first detect a list of colliding body triangles P self using Bounding Volume Hierarchies (BVH) [66] and compute local conic 3D distance fields Ψ. Penetrations are then penalized according to the depth in Ψ. For the exact definition of Ψ and E P self (θ, β) we refer the reader to [8, 68] . For body-scene inter-penetrations local reasoning at colliding triangles is not enough, as the body might be initialized deep inside 3D objects or even outside the 3D scene. To resolve this, we penalize all penetrating vertices using the signed distance field (SDF) of the scene M s . The distance field is represented with a uniform voxel grid with size 256 × 256 × 256, that spans a padded bounding box of the scene. Each voxel cell c i stores the distance from its center p i ∈ R 3 to the nearest surface point p s i ∈ R 3 of M s with normal n s i ∈ R 3 , while the sign is defined according to the relative orientation of the vector p i − p s i w.r.t. n s i as sign (c i ) = sign ((p i − p s i ) · n s i ) ;
a positive sign means that the body vertex is outside the nearest scene object, while a negative sign means that it is Figure 3 shows the 3D reconstructions of our indoor scenes.
inside the nearest scene object and denotes penetration. In practice, during optimization we can find how each body vertex V bi is positioned relative to the scene by reading the signed distance d i ∈ R of the voxel it falls into. Since the limited grid resolution influences discretization of the 3D distance field, we perform trilinear interpolation using the neighboring voxels similar to [28] . Then we resolve bodyscene inter-penetration by minimizing the loss term
Optimization
We optimize Equation 1 similar to [49] . More specifically, we implement our model in PyTorch and use the Limited-memory BFGS optimizer (L-BFGS) [46] with strong Wolfe line search.
Datasets
Qualitative Datasets
The qualitative datasets, PiGraphs and PROX, contain: 3D scene scans and monocular videos of people interacting with the 3D scenes. They do not include ground-truth bodies, thus we cannot evaluate our method quantitatively on these datasets.
PiGraphs dataset
This dataset was released as part of the work of Sava et al. [62] . The dataset has several 3D scene scans and RGB-D videos. It suffers from multiple limitations; the color and depth frames are neither synchronized nor spatially calibrated, making it hard to use both RGB and depth. The human poses are rather noisy and are not well registered into the 3D scenes, which are inaccurately reconstructed. The dataset has a low frame rate of 5 fps, it is limited to only 5 subjects and does not have ground-truth.
PROX dataset
We collected this dataset to overcome the limitations of the PiGraphs dataset. We employ the commercial Structure Sensor [4] RGB-D camera and the accompanying 3D reconstruction solution Skanect [3] and reconstruct 12 indoor scenes, shown in Figure 3 . The scenes can be grouped to: 3 bedrooms, 5 living rooms, 2 sitting booths and 2 offices. We then employ a Kinect-One [1] RGB-D camera to capture 20 subjects (4 females and 16 males) interacting with these scenes. Subjects gave written informed consent to make their data available for research purposes. The dataset provides 100K synchronized and spatially calibrated RGB-D frames at 30 fps. Figure 4 shows example RGB frames from our dataset. We leverage the RGB-D videos to get pseudo ground-truth by extending SMPLify-X to SMPLify-D which fits SMPL-X to both RGB and depth data instead of RGB only.
Quantitative Dataset
Neither our PROX dataset nor PiGraphs [62] have ground-truth for quantitative evaluation. To account for this, we captured a separate quantitative dataset with 180 static RGB-D frames in sync with a 54 camera Vicon system. We placed markers on the body and the fingers. We placed everyday furniture and objects inside the Vicon area to mimic a living room, and performed 3D reconstruction of the scene, shown in the bottom right corner of Figure  3 with the Structure Sensor [4] and Skanect [3] similar to above. We then use MoSh++ [41] which is a method that converts MoCap data into realistic 3D human meshes represented by a rigged body model. Example RGB frames are shown in Figure 5 (left), while our mesh pseudo groundtruth is shown with aqua blue color.
Our datasets will be available for research purposes. [41] . Table (b) : Evaluation on chosen sequences of our qualitative dataset using pseudo ground-truth based on SMPLify-D. Tables (a, b):
We report the mean per-joint error without/with procrustes alignment noted as "PJE" / "p.PJE", and the mean vertexto-vertex error noted as "V2V" / "p.V2V".
Experiments
Quantitative Evaluation: To evaluate the performance of our method, as well as to evaluate the importance of different terms in Equation 1, we perform quantitative evaluation in Table 1 . As performance metrics we report the mean per-joint error without and with procrustes alignment noted as "PJE" and "p.PJE" respectively, as well as the mean vertex-to-vertex error noted similarly as "V2V" and "p.V2V". Each row in the table shows a setup that includes different terms as indicated by the check-boxes. Table 1 includes two sub-tables for different datasets. Table 1 
(a):
We employ our new quantitative dataset with mesh pseudo ground-truth based on Vicon and MoSh++ [41] , as described in Section 4. The first row with only E J is an RGBonly baseline similar to SMPLify-X [49] , that we adapt to our needs by using a fixed camera and estimating body translation γ, and gives the biggest "PJE" and "V2V" error. In the second row we add only the contact term E C , while in the third row we add only the penetration term E P . In both cases the error drops a bit, however the drop is significantly bigger for the fourth row that includes both E C and E P ; this corresponds to PROX and achieves 167.08 mm "PJE" and 166.51 mm "V2V" error. This suggests that both E C and E P contribute to accuracy and are complementary. To inform the upper bound of performance, in the fifth row we employ an RGB-D baseline with E J and E D , which corresponds to SMPLify-D as described in Section 3.4. All terms of Equation 1 are employed in the last row; we call this configuration PROX-D. We observe that using scene constraints boosts the performance even when the depth is available. This gives the best overall performance, but PROX (fourth row) achieves reasonably good performance with less input data, i.e. using RGB only. Table 1 
(b):
We chose 4 random sequences of our new PROX dataset. We generate pseudo ground-truth with SMPLify-D, which uses both RGB and depth. We show a comparison between the RGB-only baseline (first row) and PROX (second row) compared to the pseudo ground-truth of SMPLify-D. The results support the above finding that the scene constraints in PROX contribute significantly to accuracy.
The run time for all configurations is reported in the Sup. Mat.
Qualitative Evaluation: In Figure 5 we show qualitative results too for our quantitative dataset. Furthermore, in Figure 6 we show representative qualitative results on the qualitative datasets; our PROX dataset and PiGraphs dataset. In both figures, the lack of scene constraints (yellow) results in severe penetrations in the scene. Our method, PROX, includes scene constraints (light gray) and estimates bodies that are significantly more consistent with the 3D scene, i.e. with realistic contact and without penetrations. More qualitative results are available in the Sup. Mat.
Conclusion
In this work we focus on human-world interactions and capture the motion of humans interacting with a real static 3D scene in RGB images. We use a holistic model, SMPL-X [49] , that jointly models the body with face and fingers, which are important for interactions. We show that incorporating interaction-based human-world constraints in an optimization framework (PROX) results in significantly more realistic and accurate MoCap. We also collect a new dataset of 3D scenes with RGB-D sequences involving human interactions and occlusions. We perform extensive quantitative and qualitative evaluations that clearly show the benefits of incorporating scene constraints into 3D human pose estimation. Our code, data and MoCap are available for research purposes.
Limitations and Future work: A limitation of the current formulation is that we do not model scene occlusion. Current 2D part detectors do not indicate when joints are occluded and may provide inaccurate results. By knowing the scene structure we could reason about what is visible and what is not. Another interesting direction would be the unification of the self-penetration and the body-scene interpenetration by employing the implicit formulation of [65] for the whole body. Future work can exploit recent deep networks to estimate the scene directly from monocular RGB images. More interesting directions would be to extend our method to dynamic scenes [59] , human-human interaction and to account for scene and body deformation. Figure 5 : Examples from our quantitative dataset, described in Section 5. From left to right: (1) RGB images, (2) rendering of the fitted model and the 3D scene from the camera viewpoint; aqua blue for the mesh pseudo ground-truth, light gray for the results of our method PROX, yellow for results without scene constraints, green for SMPLify-D, (3) top view and (4) side view. More results can be found in Sup. Mat. Figure 6 : Qualitative results of our method on two datasets; on our qualitative dataset (top set) and on the PiGraphs dataset [62] (bottom set). From left to right: (1) RGB images, (2) rendering from the camera viewpoint; light gray for the results of our method PROX, yellow for results without scene constraints, and green for SMPLify-D (applicable only for the top set), (3) rendering from a different view, that shows that the camera view is deceiving. More results can be found in Sup. Mat.
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